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1 Social and environmental benefit 

2 Research and insights 

3 Design thinking 

4 Commercial awareness 

5 Execution 

6 Magic

How this brief will be judged

Please see the next page for further details

24 Aug 2016 
Briefs launch 
online

18 Jan 2017 
Competition 
opens for 
submissions

8 Feb 2017   
 ‘Early bird’ 
submission 
deadline (£25)

8 Mar 2017
Final submission
deadline  
(£35)

20 Mar 2017 
Judging begins: 
shortlisting and 
interviews

1 Jun 2017 
Winners 
announced
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Awards
 

Global Disability Innovation Hub  
Award of £2500 

The judging panel may decide on more 
than one winner and will allocate the award 
accordingly. In addition, the judging panel may 
award commendations.

The Global Disability Innovation Hub  
(GDI Hub) will also consider placements for the 
winning student/s; this will be decided at the 
GDI Hub’s discretion. 

Brief
Design a wheelchair of the future for the  
#HackOnWheels library of open source designs.  

Challenge and scope
The brief asks you to design a visionary, 
customisable, user-centered wheelchair 
for the #HackOnWheels library of open 
source designs. You are asked to conceive, 
design and develop a response that broadly 
addresses one of the two following areas:

1 Want Your Wheels: changing perceptions of 
wheelchairs and wheelchair users. How can 
a wheelchair be an extension of the body, 
an item of fashion, or wearable technology? 
How can wheelchairs be desirable, 
aspirational lifestyle products? Responses 
are encouraged from any design discipline, 
including product, industrial, fashion, textile, 
speculative design, graphic, interaction and 
communication design. #HackOnWheels 
wants to see exhilarating visions for how 
wheelchairs and their users may look, feel, 
operate and interact in the future. 

2 Wear Your Wheels: designing a modular 
wheelchair. How can we develop a modular 
system of interchangeable customisable 
wheelchair parts that will give users 
maximum choice and control over their 
wheelchair? How can a modular system 
enable users to tailor their wheelchair to their 
body, lifestyle and environment? 

The World Health Organisation estimates that 
although 65 million people in the world need 
to use a wheelchair only 13 million have access 
to one that meets their needs. Even when 
wheelchair users can access a wheelchair 
that meets their needs they tend to have 
limited choice and control over the design, 
manufacture and customisation of their chair. 
The extent to which a wheelchair can enable 
its user to live independently depends on the 
extent to which it has been customised to 
the body, lifestyle and environment of its user. 
Fully customised wheelchairs are expensive 
and manufacturers often limit the range of 
customisation that can be made.

Recently, open source design and new 
manufacturing techniques have disrupted and 
changed prosthetics. Open source design has 
enabled users to customise, improve and adapt 

prosthesis designs and open source materials 
are increasingly a driver of innovation. New 
manufacturing techniques such as digital  
fabrication enable users to make and 
customise their own prostheses, allow  
small local manufacturers to enter the  
market, and significantly reduce the cost  
of customised devices. 

#HackOnWheels is using open source 
design and new manufacturing techniques 
to transform wheelchairs and give users far 
greater choice and control of their wheelchairs 
by creating an online library of open source 
designs for fully customisable wheelchairs and 
their component parts that anyone can freely 
access, use, develop and adapt.  

Students and graduates of all design 
disciplines, as well as those studying 
engineering, occupational therapy, medical 
device technology and production are 
encouraged to respond to this brief. 

Recognising that people who use wheelchairs 
are experts in their needs and preferences will 
help you to develop a wheelchair design that 
will maximize its user’s choice and control. It 
is important that you co-produce your design 
with wheelchair users to ensure that it is user-
centred. You may wish to work with an individual 
wheelchair user to solve a particular challenge 
that they have identified or you may wish to 
develop your design in response to challenges 
identified by multiple wheelchair users. 

Overall, entries should embody ‘blue sky’ 
thinking but should be grounded in the 
commercial realities of production and 
manufacture. 

In approaching this brief you are encouraged  
to think about the following:

– What do wheelchair users really want from 
their chair?

– What are the different ways in which 
wheelchair users might wish to customise 
their wheelchair? 

– What do wheelchairs currently say about their 
users? What would wheelchair users like 
their chairs to say about them?

#HackOnWheels 

Sponsored by
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– What is the aesthetic relationship between a 
wheelchair user and their chair? How would 
this relationship need to change for the user 
really want to ‘wear their wheels’?

– What sorts of materials and manufacturing 
techniques could enable customised 
wheelchairs to be made more easily and 
more cheaply?

– What lessons can be learned from designing 
customised prosthetics or other bespoke 
products and applied to wheelchair design? 

– What regulations or standards should 
wheelchairs comply with? 

– How simple and affordable will your 
wheelchair design be to make and repair? 

– How have you evidenced the impact your 
design would make? 

 

Judging criteria
There are six criteria that your entry will be 
measured against – make sure that your 
submission materials demonstrate that your 
solution meets these criteria:

1 Social and environmental benefit – how 
does your design benefit society and/or the 
environment?

2 Research and insights – how did you 
investigate this issue? What were your key 
insights?

3 Design thinking – how did your research and 
insights inform your solution? How did you 
develop, test, iterate and refine your concept? 
Demonstrate the journey you’ve been 
through to the end result

4  Commercial awareness – does your journey 
make sense from a financial point of view? 
What is the competitive environment your 
solution would sit within?

5  Execution – we are looking for a design that 
is pleasing and looks and feels well-resolved

6  Magic – we are looking for a bit of ‘magic’ 
– a surprising or lateral design solution that 
delights

Key dates

Wed 24 Aug 2016 — Briefs launch online 
and registration opens

Wed 18 Jan 2017 – Competition opens 
for submissions via sda.thersa.org

Wed 8 Feb 2017, 4pm GMT 
– Deadline for ‘early bird’ submission  
at reduced entry fee of £25

Wed 8 Mar 2017, 4pm GMT  
– Final deadline for online registration and 
submission (£35 entry fee)

Mon 20 Mar 2017 – Judging begins 
(2 stages: shortlisting and interviews  
with finalists)

Thurs 1 Jun 2017 – Winners announced

Submission requirements
All entries must be submitted through  
our online entry system, accessed via  
sda.thersa.org

If you are unable to submit online, please 
contact us by email at sdaenquiries@rsa.org.uk

As you prepare your submission, please ensure 
that:

– you do NOT include your name, university/
college or other identifying marks anywhere 
on your submission

– none of your submission files exceed 10MB 
– this is the maximum size for each individual 
file / board when you submit online

The submission requirements are: 

– 1 x A3 PDF Hero image with 1 sentence 
description 
A singular ‘poster image’ that conveys the 
essence of your project, plus a 1 sentence 
strapline or description

– 1 x A3 PDF Big Idea Summary
A single A3 PDF page describing your ‘Big 
Idea’ in less than 250 words. This should 
clearly explain what your solution is, the 
specific area of need it addresses, and how 
you arrived at the solution

– 4 x A3 PDF Boards Outlining Your Proposal
4 pages describing your proposal and 
demonstrating that you have met the six 
judging criteria. Each board should include 
a heading. Number each board in the top 
right hand corner, in the order they should be 
viewed by the judges

– 10 x A3 PDF Pages of Supporting Material
Up to 10 A3 PDFs of additional material 
illustrating your development process – 
this could include scanned pages of your 
sketchbook or computer modelling/sketches 
(if applicable)

– Optional (but strongly advised) CAD 
files of your design solution to add to the 
#HackonWheels library

– Optional YouTube / Vimeo + website links
Please note that we cannot guarantee 

supporting films and websites will be viewed 
at the shortlisting stage. If you have created 
digital materials, we recommend referencing 
them (for example by including labelled film 
stills or website screen grabs) in your 4 main 
PDF boards.

Partner Information

#HackOnWheels
We are disrupting wheelchairs with user 
innovation, open source design, mass 
personalisation and distributed manufacturing. 
We are putting wheelchair users in control of 
the fit, customization, design and manufacture 
of their chair. We are creating an online library 
of open source designs and instructions for 
making fully customisable wheelchairs and their 
components that anyone can freely use, adapt 
and develop. We are hacking wheelchairs.  

By entering this competition, you are giving 
permission to #HackOnWheels to include 
your design in their open source library if they 
so wish. #HackOnWheels will review all the 
entries and make a decision about what will be 
included in the library. If you have any questions 
about this, please do not hesitate to contact 
#HackOnWheels or the RSA Student Design 
Awards team. #HackOnWheels, at their 
discretion, may work with entrants to develop 
their ideas and produce CAD files suitable for 
the open source library. 

Global Disability Innovation Hub
The Global Disability Innovation Hub (GDI Hub) 
is a collaboration between partners of the 
new Culture and Education District on Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park including; UCL, V&A, 
Sadler’s Wells, University of the Arts London as 
well as other key Park partners; Loughborough 
University London, Here East, LLDC and the 
Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the RCA.    

Through co-design, collaboration and 
innovation, GDI Hub aims to help improve 
the lives of (the one billion)disabled people 
around the world.  It will do this through the 
establishment of a research and practice 
centre on Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park as 
well as an online community bringing together 
disabled people, practitioners and academics 
from across the world to facilitate knowledge 
sharing and innovation in disability.

For more information, please see 
www.disabilityinnovation.com

Brief devised and developed by Rachael Wallach, 
founder of #HackonWheels in collaboration 
with Iain McKinnon, Senior Inclusive Design 
Manager at the London Legacy Development 
Corporation, Catherine Holloway, Senior 
Lecturer in the Faculty of Engineering and 
Science at University College London, and 
Ross Atkin, founder of Ross Atkin Associates. 
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